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- Analysis and Design of Combined Fractal Dipole Wire Antenna, 5(2), 29
- Classification of Digital Modulation Using Wavelet Transform, 1(3), 15
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Electrical Properties of Cu₂O Films Prepared by Electro-Deposition Method, L1(2), 27
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Performance Comparison of InP-Based Phototransistors to PIN and UTC Photodiodes, 4(4), 13
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Wideband (0.6-11) micron Angle Deposited Thin Te:S Laser Detector, 1(4), 3
Underwater Sensing Characteristics of a ZnO Thin Film Sensor Prepared by Spray Pyrolysis, L1(1), 24
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Plasma Physics & Applications

- Characterization of Low-Pressure Argon and Nitrogen Discharge Plasmas Using Electrical Floating Probe Method, 9(3), 25
- Current-Voltage Characteristics of DC Plasma Discharges Employed in Sputtering Techniques, 12(3), 10
- Determination of Electron Temperatures in Rare-Gases Plasma, 4(1), 5
- Effect of Adding Nitrogen to the Gas Mixture on Plasma Characteristics of a Closed-Field Unbalanced DC Magnetron Sputtering System, 10(1), 27
- Effect of Annealing on the Electrical Characteristics of CdO-Si Heterostructure Produced by Plasma-Induced Bonding Technique, 4(3), 33
- Employment of Magnetron to Enhance Langmuir Probe Characteristics of Argon Glow Discharge Plasma in Sputtering System, 12(4), 19
- Generation of Highly-Directed Laser-Driven Plasma Blocks for Light Ion Beam Fusion Applications, 6(1), 3
- Influence of Inter-Electrode Distance, Gas Mixing, Magnetic Field and Cathode Material on Breakdown Voltage of Lab-Made DC Magnetron Sputtering Device, 10(4), 21
- Influence of Magnetic Nitrogen Plasma Functionalization of High Density Polycarbonate, 8(4), 17
- Langmuir Probe Diagnostics of Low-Pressure Glow Discharge Plasma Using Argon-Nitrogen Mixtures, 12(2), 17
- Laser-Based Measurements in Non-Equilibrium Plasmas, 8(1), 3
- Magnetic Field Distribution of Closed-Field Unbalanced Dual Magnetrons Employed in Plasma Sputtering Systems, 12(3), 35
- Microhardness and Tension Measurements of Pulsed-Laser Surface-Treated Aluminum Alloys, 11(3), 21
- Monte Carlo Simulation of Electronic Kinetics in Gas Discharge, 1(3), 3
- Numerical Model to Estimate the Potential Changes within Laser-Solid Surface Interaction Zone, 6(2), 3
- One-Dimension Simulation of Plasma Flow in the Cylindrical Hall Thruster, 8(4), 23

Quantum Physics & Spectroscopy

- Alternative mechanisms for electroweak symmetry breaking, 8(2), 8
- Application of Hydrotropic Solubilization Phenomenon for Estimating Diacerein in Capsule
Dosage Form by Spectrophotometry Methods, 8(3), 17
• Beating Classical and Quantum Limits in Optics, 3(2), 3
• Calculation of Charge Density Distribution of (2s-1d) Shell-Model Nuclei Using the Occupation Numbers of States, 2(1,2), 31
• CERN experiments observe particle consistent with long-sought Higgs boson, 8(3), 11
• Correction Four-Component Dirac-Coulomb Using Gaussian Basis-Set and Gaussian Model Distribution for Super Heavy Element (Z=115), 12(1), 17
• Design of a Fundamental Concept of Virtual Reality System for Intensity Distribution in Free Electron Laser Amplifier, 4(1), 11
• Dispersion Compensation for a Femtosecond Self-Pumped Phase Conjugator, 2(3,4), 9
• Effect of Acidic Environment on the Spectral Properties of Hibiscus sabdariffa Organic Dye used in Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells, 10(2), 27
• Effect of Dissipative Forces on the Theory of a Single-Atom Microlaser, 2(3,4), 12
• Effect of Oxygen Quencher on Absorption and Fluorescence Spectra of Rhodanine-6G and Rhodamine-B Dyes in Ethanol Solvent, 1(1), 20
• Effect of the Scattered Solar Radiation on the Atmospheric Ozone Measurements, 2(1,2), 11
• Effects of Temperature and Concentration on Spectroscopic Behaviors of Laser Dye, 12(1), 35
• Experimental Observations and Modelling of Electron Density of the Plasmasphere, 6(1), 47
• Extra Val Function for the Theoretical Sensing of Ultraviolet Light and Temperature Produced by Fluorescein-Filled Photonic Crystal Fiber, 13(3), 29
• Fluorescence Energy Transfer Characteristics in Binary Acriflavine-Red Nut Lasing Dye Mixtures, 12(2), 3
• Fractal Nanotechnology, 4(4), 25
• FTIR Spectra of Molybdenum Tellurite Glasses, 2(1,2), 23
• FTIR Spectroscopic and Computational Studies on Hydrogen Adsorption on the Zeolite Li-FER, 4(2), 21
• General Characteristics of High Energetic Proton Events Observed with SOHO/ERNE During Solar Cycle 23, 10(4), 3
• Generation of Femtosecond Pulses from Order-of-Magnitude Pulse Compression in a Synchronously Pumped Optical Parametric Oscillator Based on Periodically Poled Lithium Niobate, 2(3,4), 24
• Generation of Intense 8-fs Pulses at 400nm, 2(3,4), 15
• Higgs Boson, 8(2), 3
• High-Intensity Third-Harmonic Generation in Beta Barium Borate Through Second-Order and Third-Order Susceptibilities, 2(3,4), 18
• Introduction to the Higgs Boson Papers, 8(2), 12
• Introduction to Particle Physics and the LHC, 8(2), 23
• Luminescence Characterization of the Bio-Conjugated Quantum Dots with CA125 Antigen Using Linkage Molecules, 7(1), 27
• Luminescent Plates Doped with Stilbene 420 Dye for Enhanced Silicon Solar Cell Performance: Down-Conversion, 6(4), 3
• Measurement of Water Vapour and Temperature Profiles Within the Troposphere Using Ultraviolet Raman LIDAR System, 8(1), 19
• Nanolasers: Lasing from Nanoscale Quantum Wires, 3(4), 3
• Optimization and Fine-Tuning of Controlled White-Light Continuum Generation in Transparent Solid Medium by 1-kHz Repetition Rate Femtosecond Laser Pulses, 12(1), 27
• Phase Conjugation with Random Fields and with Deterministic and Random Scatterers, 2(3,4), 21
• The biggest machine in the world, 8(2), 22
• The Mythical Higgs Boson, 8(2), 26
• Elusive particle may be near, 8(2), 26
• Finding the Smallest Unifying Particle in the Human Universe: An Artistic Theory of Everything, 8(2), 27
• Synchronization in Optically Coupled Chaotic Systems by Optical Feedback, 12(1), 11

Semiconductors & Optoelectronics

• Analysis and Simulation of Carrier Transport in InP-Based Double Heterojunction Photovoltaic Device, 13(3), 23
• Annealing Effect on the Photoluminescence of CdTe/CdSe Thin Film Photovoltaic Devices, 1(3), 23
• Band Diagram of p-PbTe/n-Si Heterostructure, 1(2), 27
• Characteristics of a-Si:H Solar Cell Under Extended Illumination Condition Using NIR Laser, 5(1), 35
• Characteristics of p-n Junction Silicon Carbide LED, 2(1,2), 17
• Characterization of (CdO)1-x(ZnO)x Thin Films Prepared by Pulsed-Laser Deposition for Solar Cell Applications, 11(3), 3
• Characterization of CdS:In/Si Heterojunction Solar Cells, 1(2), 13
• Characterization of SiC/Si Heterojunction Fabricated by Plasma-Induced Growth of Nanostructured Silicon Carbide Layer on Silicon Surface, 12(2), 9
• Charge Injection into Organic Semiconductors, 4(2), 5
• Computation of Optical Energy Gap of Cu2O Thin Film: Theoretical Estimation, 11(1), 21
Correlation Between Kinematics, Optical and Structural Properties of Size Quantized PbS Nano Films Deposited by Spray Pyrolysis, 10(3), 35
DC Conductivity and Optical Properties of InSbTe3 Amorphous Thin Films, 6(3), 9
Density of Defect States in Se0.5Sb10-xAgx Glassy Alloys, 9(4), 25
Effect of Bath Temperature on the Optoelectronic Characteristics of Chemically Deposited CdS Thin Films, 5(1), 23
Effect of pH Value on the Photoconductivity of Chemically Deposited CdS Thin Films, L2(1), 23
Effect of Thickness on Optical and Electrical Properties of ZnO Prepared by CBD, 7(1), 11
Effects of Deposition Parameters on Chemically Deposited PbS Thin Films, 4(4), 7
Effects of Temperature on The Properties of Amorphous-to-Crystalline Transition in AgSbSe2 Thin Films, 7(1), 17
Efficiency Enhancement of Photovoltaic Silicon Cell by Ultrashort Laser Pulses, 5(2), 33
First Principle Calculation of Pressure-Induced Phase Transition and Band Structure of Gallium Phosphide, 9(4), 17
Growth of InGaAsSb Bulk Crystals by Czochralski Technique, 1(4), 17
High-Quality Plasma-Induced Crystallization of Amorphous Silicon Structures, 5(1), 35
Illumination and Dark Current-Voltage Characteristics of Polymer-Silicon Heterojunction Solar Cells, L2(1), 12
Investigation of Amorphous to Crystalline Transition in Glassy Se37Te30 and Se70Te30M10 (M=Ag, Cd, Sb) Alloys, 1(3), 7
Light-Beam-Induced-Current Analysis of Thin-Film Polycrystalline Solar Cells, 7(4), 29
Modeling of Transport Properties of Amorphous Silicon Solar Cells, 6(1), 25
Nano/Micro Surface Texturing and Enhancing of Photovoltaic Cells Efficiency by Using UV Femtosecond Laser Pulses, 7(2), 33
Nickel Doping and Annealing Effects on the Structural and Optical Properties of Iron Oxide Thin Films, 10(3), 17
Optical and Electrical Properties of Zinc Oxide Films Prepared by Spray Pyrolysis, 6(4), 23
Optical and Electrical Properties of ZnO Thin Films Prepared by Spray Pyrolysis Technique, 4(1), 31
Optical Properties of Annealed Cadmium Sulfide Thin Films Prepared by Chemical Bath Deposition, L2(2), 19
Optical Properties of Many-Layers Zinc Sulphide Thin Films prepared by Chemical Bath Deposition Method, 6(3), 33
Optical Properties of Thermally-Annealed Tin-Doped Indium Oxide Thin Films, L2(2), 15
Optimization of Silicon Solar Cells Efficiency by Chemical Texturing, 10(2), 17
Optoelectronic Characteristics of As-doped Silicon Photodetectors Produced by LID Technique, L1(2), 23
Preparation and Characteristic Study of In2O3/e-Si Made by Spray Pyrolysis, 1(1), 11
Preparation and Characterization of Self-Assembled n-ZnS Thin Films, 4(4), 33
Preparation and Characterization of PANi Films by Electrochemical Polymerization, 10(2), 23
Preparation and Study of Indium Oxide Nanoparticles, 10(4), 15
Stress Management and Interfacial Strength of Gallium Nitride Layer Grown on Diamond Substrate, 13(2), 19
Structural, Electronic and Gas Sensing Properties of Cu-Doped ZrO2-TiO2, 10(3), 23
Structural Properties of Semiconducting Nanostructures Prepared by DC Plasma Reactive Sputtering Method, 10(3), 41
Studying Defects on Semiconductor Surfaces by Photoacoustic Spectroscopy, 6(3), 25
Synthesis of Silicon Nanowires by Selective Etching Process, 4(3), 15
Technology and Future of III-V Multi-Junction Solar Cells, 6(3), 3
The Effect of Some Experimental Parameters on the Properties of Porous Silicon, 4(1), 37
Theoretical Treatment to Determine the Quality of Photonic Crystal Fiber (PCF) as a Function of the Number of Air Holes, 9(3), 31
Thermal Management of Vertical External Cavity Surface Emitting Laser Grown on GaAs Substrate, 13(2), 15
Thermally Stimulated Currents Technique to Study Traps in Insulators and Semiconductors, 11(2), 3
Using Substrate Removal Technique for GaAs-Based VECSEL Optimization, 13(2), 23

**Solid State Physics & Applications**

A Mathematical Model to Describe the Densification Process During the Sintering of Ceramic Compacts, 4(2), 11
Antibacterial Activity of Gold and Silver Nanoparticles against Pathogen Species, *E. coli* and *S. aureus*, 13(3), 19
Bulk Properties of Yba2Cu3O7 Superconducting Materials, 1(2), 19
Calculation of Buildup Factors for Ceramic Materials, 7(1), 23
Characteristics of Gold and Silver Nanoparticles Deposited on Crystalline and Amorphous TiO2 Films by Femtosecond Laser Pulses, 8(1), 43
• Characterization of Commercial Al-Si Casting Alloys Reinforced with Nano SiC Composites, 8(3), 25
• Characterization of Epoxy Composites Reinforced by Waste Bio-Fibers, 11(3), 15
• Characterization of Pulsed-Laser Deposited CuO-Doped MgO Thin Films for Gas Sensing Applications, 13(3), 13
• Characterization of SiC/SiC Composites Used for Power Plant Blanket, L2(1), 27
• Characterizations of Hydroxyapatite Thin Films Deposited by Spray Pyrolysis on Titanium Substrates for Bone Implant Applications, 10(3), 11
• Complex Magnetic Investigation of Ferritic Stainless Steel, L2(1), 9
• Crystallization and Glass Transition Kinetics in Se90Sb10-Ag, Glassy Alloys, 9(1), 7
• Densification Behavior and Dielectric Properties of Low-Temperature Cordierite Ceramics, L1(2), 20
• Determination of Thermal Conductivity of Compact Graphite Iron, 4(4), 3
• Effect of Bio-Fiber Waste Addition on Specifications of Epoxy Composite, 11(1), 21
• Effect of Coir Fiber Length and Content on Mechanical Properties of Unsaturated Polyester Composites, 11(3), 27
• Effects of CaO–B2O3 Glass on Sintering and Microwave Properties of Cordierite Ceramics for Low-Temperature Coﬁred, L1(1), 16
• Evaluation of Some Atomic Coefficients for Elements Carbon-Copper-Silver by Using Beta Particles, 10(1), 15
• Fabrication of Carbon Nanotube/Titanium Dioxide Nanocomposite Photocatalyst Using Sol-Gel Method, 12(2), 21
• Influence of Complexing Agent on Morphology Properties of PbS Thin Films Studied by Atomic Force Microscopy, 11(2) 13
• Influence of Complexing Agents on Structural Properties of PbS Thin Films Prepared by CSD Method, 12(1), 23
• Influence of Functionalization MWCNTs Using Acid Treatment on Gram Negative and Gram Positive Bacteria, 10(3), 29
• Interfacial Adhesion of PZT Ferroelectric Thin Films Determined by Nano-Indentation Method (Rapid Communication), 5(1), 32
• Investigation of the Mechanical Behavior of Binary and Ternary Polymer Blends, 11(2), 19
• Key Mechanisms of Low-Pressure Glow Discharge in Magnetized Plasmas, 12(3), 3
• Key Principle of Electroluminescent Polymers (Review Article), 5(1), 3
• Low-Temperature Aqueous Chemical Growth of Inorganic-Organic Hybrid Junction with ZnO Nanorods/Polyfluorene Structure, 9(1), 29
• Microhardness of Nanostructured SiN1-x Thin Films Prepared by Reactive Magnetron Sputtering, 12(2), 15
• Microstructural Study of Copper-Carbon Composite Interface, 6(2), 25
• Methods of Determining the Refractive Index of Thin Solid Films, 4(1), 17
• Nanostructured Copper Oxide Thin Films Prepared by DC Reactive Magnetron Sputtering, 13(2), 11
• Polynanocrystalline CuIn3Se5 Thin Film Photoabsorber Layer Produced by Pulsed-Laser Deposition, L3(1), 15
• Power Reduction in Flexible Silicon Thin Film Digital Circuits, 5(2), 19
• Preparation and Characterization of Eggshell Powder (ESP) and Study its Effect on Unsaturated Polyester Composites Material, 11(1), 25
• Preparation and Characterization of Silicon Dioxide Nanostructures by DC Reactive Closed-Field Unbalanced Magnetron Sputtering, 12(4), 13
• Preparation and Characterization of Silicon Nitride Nanostructures Prepared by DC Reactive Sputtering Technique with Novel Design of Closed-Field Unbalanced Dual Magnetron Assembly, 13(3), 3
• Preparation of Highly Pure Nanostructures by Reactive DC Magnetron Sputtering Technique, 12(3), 27
• Preparation of Refractory Mortar from Iraqi Raw Materials, 11(2), 37
• Production of Ceramic-Based Composites By Self Infiltration, 4(1), 25
• Structural Characteristics of Nickel Ferrite Nanoparticles Synthesized by New Arrangement of Concentric Targets in DC Reactive Magnetron Sputtering, 12(4), 9
• Structural Properties of Nickel Oxide Nanostructures Prepared by Closed-Field Unbalanced Dual Magnetron Sputtering Technique, 13(2), 3
• Structural Characteristics of γ-Al2O3 Nanoparticles Prepared by Laser-Assisted Spray Pyrolysis Technique, 11(2), 29
• Zinc Oxide Nanowires Prepared by Oblique Angle Deposition Method, 12(1), 3

Notes:
* * *
1(1), 3 refer to IJAP, Vol. 1, No. 1, page 3
L1(1), 3 refer to IJAPLett, Vol. 1, No. 1, page 3